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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The People+Place database was created by the ARC Linkage Project, ‘Exploring the Archaeology 
of the Modern City, 1788–1900’, conducted by La Trobe University and Industry Partners: the 
Historic Houses Trust of NSW, the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, Godden Mackay 
Logan, the Heritage Office of NSW, the City of Sydney and Heritage Victoria.   

It is a customised relational database, created in Microsoft Access, and designed to store, display, 
search and analyse historical occupancy data about Individuals and Buildings or Places in which 
they lived or worked. While its primary aim is to link archaeological assemblages with the houses, 
shops and pubs from which they were excavated and the people who lived and worked there, it 
also serves the needs of historians or heritage managers undertaking site-specific or 
neighbourhood research.  

The People+Place database has three major features: 

1. It has the capacity to hold data from many different types of historical sources, encompassing 
Birth Certificates, Council Rates records, newspaper articles and manuscripts that mention a 
particular building, occupant or landlord. 

2. It records both this ‘raw’ data and summarised biographies about people and places, enabling 
future users to verify the information presented to them.  

3. It tracks filial and other relationships between individuals linked to the study area, including 
marriages, parents and siblings, business partnerships and friendships.  

The People+Place database can be used as a tool to explore how people related to the space they 
lived in: where they might have gone to the pub, where they might have purchased their meat and 
milk, who their neighbours were and if they were related to them by marriage.  

Being a database constructed on the unique identification of space over time, it has the potential 
to be connected to GIS applications to show the pub and the butcher and the proximity of the 
extended family network. Although this is beyond the scope of the EAMC project, spatial 
connections have been established at the smaller end of the scale, by linking all artefacts to their 
unique building number, and consequently to the individuals known to occupy the places. 

People+Place was developed between 2001 and 2006, by project staff during the course of 
detailed research about the people who lived and worked in the vicinity of the Cumberland and 
Gloucester Streets site in the Rocks, during the 19th century.  While the basic structure was 
determined early on, news fields and many new features were added along the way, as the need 
and opportunity arose. Historian Laila Ellmoos sourced and entered all the Rates, Directories and 
other ‘raw’ data, along with bibliographic details, and was responsible for checking and verifying all 
‘synthetic’ data.  Penny Crook, Project Archaeologist, designed all components of the database. 
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INTENDED USE 

This database has been distributed with the primary aim of sharing the documentary data 
recorded therein—i.e. searching for individuals and building histories.  However, we have spent 
several years developing the database to be as user-friendly as possible and recognise that some 
users may wish to input their own data.  Consequently, this document includes brief guidelines for 
entering data and creating new link records.  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

We are grateful to the staff of the City of Sydney Archives who generously supplied copies of all 
Rates records entered into People+Place. 

The following individuals generously provided us with genealogical research on several of the 
families listed in the People+Place database: Grace Karskens, Col Baker, Jean Beaton, E. G. 
Broadfield, Kathryn Carlaw, Lorraine Cluff, Rosalind Davidson, D. Dunlop, Denise Gillespie, Mrs 
Humphries, A. Humphries, Mrs M Hunt, Lesley Hurley, J. Johnston, Chris Marshall, E. Monroe, 
Nola Moore, Jenny Olive, Alan Paterson, Tony Price, John Smith, Veronica Steep, Jean Williams 
and J. Wilson. 

COPYRIGHT 

This database is copyright to the Industry Partners of the Exploring the Archaeology of the 
Modern City Project.  Unauthorised copying or use of its contents or design is prohibited. 
Potential users should contact:  

Professor Tim Murray 
Head, Historical & European Studies 
La Trobe University 
Bundoora VIC 3086 
Australia  

Email T.Murray@latrobe.edu.au 

for information about how to obtain permission. 

DISCLAIMER 

While we have made all possible efforts to ensure the accuracy of the data contained in this 
database, we cannot guarantee it. Users are strongly advised to carefully check the accuracy of 
any data drawn from this database. 

This database is designed for search purposes only and users store data in it at their own risk. We 
do not warrant the quality and efficiency of the database design with regard to data entry. 

Users are also advised that they use this database at their own risk. 
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

The People+Place database requires Microsoft Access 2000 or 2003 and 100 MB of available disk 
space to open.  It is recommended that it be run on a computer with more than 128 MB RAM. 

INSTALLING THE DATABASE  

The database is designed to be installed on the c:\ drive, in a folder named ‘eamc‘, to maintain 
links with the accompanying EAMC Archaeology Database.  If links to the Archaeology Database 
are not required, users may run the People+Place database from any other location on their 
computer. 
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B A S I C  S T R U C T U R E  

The two key organising principles of the database are People and Place, or Individuals and 
Structures (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1 Structure of the People+Place database. 

Each individual and building has a unique identification number regardless of whether three 
different structures were built at the same address, or whether two individuals happened to share 
the same name. For example, John Price who lived at 160 Cumberland Street between 1879 and 
1880 is represented by the code 654, and the infant John Price, son of Thomas and Harriet, who 
died in 1867, is represented by the identification number 2010. 

All historical records such as Births, Death & Marriage registers or post-office directory listings 
(the ‘raw data’) are allocated to an Individual ID, a Building ID or both.   

Post-office and Rates data are analysed by synthesising functions within the database to generate 
records that summarise the length of occupation or ownership by these individuals in particular 
dwellings (‘Occupancy Data’).   
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D A T A  C O N T E N T S  

The documentary resources required by the EAMC project, and consequently the basis of the 
People+Place database, are individual- and structure-specific. They include electoral rolls, post-
office and trade directories and family history studies used to discover the occupations, or the 
birth, death and marriage details of each person who lived on three archaeological sites examined 
during the project: the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, the Lilyvale site and Susannah 
Place.  

Rather than just focus on the three sites, research was expanded to include the three city blocks 
on which two of these sites were located: Sections 70, 74 and 75 of the Town Plan of Sydney. 
These broader boundaries have been selected in order to track the movement of individuals 
around and sometimes between these sites.  

 

 

Figure 2 The study area, bounded to the west by Gloucester Street, Cumberland Street to the east, 
Essex Street to the south and Argyle Street to the north, and including Susannah Place. (Based 
on a detail from SRNSW: NRS 9929, Trigonometric Survey of the City of Sydney, 1865 [sheet no. 
B2], courtesy of State Records NSW and GML)  

 
Research was carried out at the Mitchell Library, State Records of NSW, City of Sydney Archives 
and the Land Titles Office.  A range of sources was used to determine who owned and lived in 
the houses on these four city blocks, including post-office directories (1855–1900), council rates 
records (1845–1902) and Land Titles Office information.  Detailed information about the 
individuals and family groups who lived in The Rocks neighbourhood was determined using 
genealogical research (Society for Australian Genealogists and Birth, Death and Marriage records 
obtained through a transcription service), newspaper indexes and manuscripts (for example, City 
of Sydney council records, insolvency records or Colonial Secretary records).  
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Post-office directories and council rates assessments were recorded for all properties in the 
selected area for the years 1855 to 1900.  The post-office directories included:  

 Cox J. & Co. 1855, 1857 

 Waugh & Cox 1855 

 Sands & Kenny 1859, 1861 

 Sands 1863–1871, 1873, 1875–1880, 1882–1900 and  

 Wise 1887, 1890, 1893, 1895 

 
Additional, more detailed research (including the acquisition of Birth, Death and Marriage 
certificates), was undertaken as needed, and focussed on the key occupants associated with 
deposits selected for the assemblage analysis as presented in Keeping Up with the McNamaras: A 
Historical Archaeological Study of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, The Rocks, Sydney by 
Penny Crook, Laila Ellmoos and Tim Murray (vol. 8 of the of the Archaeology of the Modern City 
Series, published by the Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 2005). 

A full list of all tables included in People+Place, along with their field definitions, appears at the 
end of this Guide (see p. 50). 
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G E T T I N G  A R O U N D  T H E  D A T A B A S E  

THE MAIN SWITCHBOARD 

When you open the database, you will be taken to the Main Switchboard: 

 

From here you can access the main components of the database: 

Individuals Register The main Individuals screen (Go to p. 13) 

Buildings Register The main Building screen (Go to p. 21) 

Enter data Screens to enter raw data from Directories, Rates, etc (Go to p. 26)  

Synthetic link data The main page for viewing and editing links between people and places 
(Go to p. 41) 

Upload synthetic link 
data 

Upload and update synthetic link data after entering a batch of new raw 
data (Go to p. 39) 

Archaeological links View links between people, places and archaeology (Go to p. 43) 

Quick lists View the Building and Individual registers in list format (Go to p. 47) 

To select an item: roll your mouse over the item you want, and click once. 
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At any time you can return to Main Switchboard by clicking the  button on the top right hand 
corner of the Main Access toolbar. 

MOVING BETWEEN SCREENS 

In addition to the links on the Main Switchboard, most screens can be accessed from another 
screen containing related material using the following methods: 

 In most cases, you can double-click the field you are completing to see a list of choices for 
that field.   

 In some cases, you can access other screens by clicking the blank grey buttons: .  These 
open the screen, and filter for the related record.  

Once you are in the new screen, if you wish to view all records, click  on the Main Access 
toolbar to remove the filter. 

You can close any Screen at any time by clicking the  button on the top right hand corner of 
the Main Access toolbar. 

BUTTONS 

To identify the function of a button on any screen, hover the mouse over it, and a brief message 
will appear. 

GETTING HELP 

To access this Guide to the Database from any part of the database, click the  button on the 
top right hand corner of the Main Access toolbar. 

LINKING TO THE ARCHAEOLOGY DATABASE 

You can search artefact and stratigraphic data in the Archaeology database by clicking the  
button on the top right hand corner of the Main Access toolbar. 
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T H E  I N D I V I D U A L S  R E G I S T E R  

The Individuals Register is the main screen for viewing and editing information about an Individual.   

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

SEARCHING THE INDIVIDUALS REGISTER 

To search the Individuals Register, place the cursor in the field you want to search and press the 
keys Ctrl and F simultaneously or click  on the main Access toolbar, and follow the prompts.  
Make sure you check whether the search is set to match the ‘Whole Field’ or ‘Any Part of Field’. 
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THE TOOLBAR 

 

The following definitions apply to the customised buttons on the Individuals Register. Note that 
the some similar buttons also appear on main Access toolbar, but serve a slightly different 
function.    

For example, the  button on the Access toolbar will print the on-screen view of the Individuals 
Register.  The same button on the Individuals Register toolbar prints a customised report of the 
same data, formatted to fit on an A4-page. 

Each button on the Individuals Register is described in detail below. 

 
Search for an Individual’s name  

 
Go to the previous record 

 
Go to the next record 

 
Add a new Individual to the Register 

 
Sort the Individuals by surname, then first name 

 
Print a customised report for the current Individual (see p. 19) 

 
Return to the Main Switchboard 

 
Close the Individuals Register 

 

ELEMENTS OF THE INDIVIDUALS REGISTER 

The Individuals Register presents biographical data and synthetic links to other Individuals and 
Buildings. Each of these groups of data is described below.  

DETAILS 

The ‘Details’ tab contains information on the birthplace, age, martial status, religion and literacy of 
the Individual. Please note, only a small number of Individuals in the database have this information 
recorded.   
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At the bottom of the ‘Details’ tab is a summary the number of raw-data records held in 
People+Place that are linked to this Individual, e.g. Directories and Rates records, Birth and Death 
certificates, and so on.  The summary comprises a tally of the number of records, followed by the 
minimum and maximum years for those records.  Double-click any field to view these records.  

 

 

RELATIONSHIPS 

The ‘Relationships’ tab allows you to record relationships between Individuals in the People+Place 
database, where known.   

Select the Type of Relationship from the drop-down list on the left (or type your own), and then 
select the Individual from the ‘Related to’ list on the right. 

Click the  buttons to view details of the relative or associate.  
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In addition to one-on-one relationships, Individuals can also be associated with one or more 
Family Groups: 

 

 
If Family name is not listed, double-click the field to call up the List of Family Names and add the 
name at the bottom of the list.  If the name does not automatically appear in the drop-down box 
when you return to the Individuals Register, press F9 to refresh the list and try again. 
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OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS 

The occupation of an Individual, if known, is recorded in two ways: one, as a simple text field in 
the top right-hand corner of the screen:  

 

and two, on the ‘Occupation Grouping’ tab:   

 

In the text box, occupations can be typed verbatim and multiple occupations can be separated 
with a comma.  This allows for quick searching of known occupations while using the Individuals 
Register. 

The ‘Occupation Grouping’ tab, allows for a specialised recording of known occupations, grouping 
each listing by Industry and a subclassification where appropriate.  In addition, where multiple 
occupations are known, these can be listed separately on their own row, allowing for more 
efficient numerical analysis of trades within the study area.  
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ARTEFACTS 

In rare cases where Individuals can be linked to specific artefacts, details of the item(s) appear on 
the ‘Artefacts’ tab. To add new links, see p. 44. 

 

EDIT NAME 

Owing to the complexity of married names and multiple spellings, it is necessary to separate the 
primary Surname from its variants. This can be done on the ‘Edit Name’ tab. Note that all 
variations appear in the white Name bar at the top of the screen and can be searched using the 

 button on the artefacts toolbar. 
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ADDRESSES 

All the addresses at which this Individual lived or owned are listed on the ‘Addresses’ tab. To 
view the Link data and review or edit the Buildings or length of occupancy, click . 

Click the   buttons alongside each address to view details of the Building.  

 

RECORD ADMIN 

When a new record is created in the Individuals Register, the current date and login name of the 
current user are automatically recorded in the fields at the bottom of the Register screen.   

Each time that record is modified while using the Individuals Register, the date and login name of 
the current user will appear in the Update fields at the bottom of the Register screen.  Only the 
details of the last modification event are retained in these fields. 
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PRINT-OUT 

To print all details regarding an Individual as recorded in People+Place, click the  button on the 
Individuals Register toolbar to see a preview of the customised A4 layout.  If the record is correct 
and ready to print, select  from the main Access toolbar.  
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B U I L D I N G S  R E G I S T E R  

The Buildings Register is the main screen for viewing and editing information about a Building.   

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

SEARCHING THE BUILDINGS REGISTER 

To search the Buildings Register, place the cursor in the field you want to search and press the 
keys Ctrl and F simultaneously or click  on the main Access toolbar, and follow the prompts.  
Make sure you check whether the search is set to match the ‘Whole Field’ or ‘Any Part of Field’. 
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THE TOOLBAR 

 

The following definitions apply to the customised buttons on the top right-hand corner of the 
Buildings Register. Note that the same buttons also appear on main Access toolbar, but serve a 
different function.    

 
Search for a Building  

 
Go to the previous record 

 
Go to the next record 

 
Sort the Buildings by Street Name, then Street Number 

 
Print out a customised report for the current Individual (see p. 24) 

 
View artefacts recovered from or associated with this Building. 

 
Close the Buildings Register 

OCCUPANTS AND OWNERS 

All the known occupants and owners of the Building are listed on the ‘Occupants and Owners’ 
tab. To view the Link data and review or edit the Building, Individual or length of occupancy, click 

. 

Click the  buttons alongside each name to view details of the Individual.  
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DETAILS 

The ‘Details’ tab summarises the number of raw data records held in People+Place that are linked 
to this Building.  The summary comprises a tally of the number of records, followed by the 
minimum and maximum years for those records.  Double-click any field to view the relevant 
records.  

 

EDIT BUILDING NAME 

The main building name and any other names by which the building is known should be entered 
on the ‘Edit Building Name’ tab. They appear in the main, white building name field as ‘Building 
Name (Other Name)’, e.g. ‘2 Carahers Lane (Massey Terrace)’, so that they can be searched 
together. 
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RECORD ADMIN 

When a new record is created in the Buildings Register, the current date and login name of the 
current user are automatically recorded in the fields at the bottom of the Register screen.   

Each time that record is modified while using the Buildings Register, the date and login name of 
the current user will appear in the Update fields at the bottom of the Register screen.  Only the 
details of the last modification event are retained in these fields. 

 

BUILDING CODES 

A Building Code is unique code combining a street number with an abbreviation of a street name 
to allow for quick sorting of buildings and on reports where there is not sufficient space to show 
the full Building Name.  The Building Code appears at the top of the Buildings Register and must 
be entered each time a new Building is added to the Register.  The abbreviated street name 
should be placed before the street number and all buildings from the same street should follow 
the same format, e.g. ‘Glou 062’, ‘Glou 101’ and ‘Glou 113–117’. 
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PRINT-OUT  

To print-out all details regarding a Building, click the  button on the Individuals Register 
toolbar to view a preview of the customised A4 layout.  If the record is correct and ready to 
print, select  from the main Access toolbar. 
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E N T E R I N G  R A W  D A T A  

To enter records from original documentary sources, such as post-office directories and council 
rates registers, select the ‘Enter Data’ option from the Main Switchboard (see p. 11).  The 
following switchboard will appear: 

 

 
From here you can enter original, ‘raw’ data using all original spellings and link these records to 
Individuals and Buildings in People+Place.  You can manually edit these linked records from the 
raw data entry screens, or complete a batch of data entry and use the Upload tools to create and 
update the links for you (see p. 39). 
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DIRECTORIES 

When you enter a new Directory listing, select an Individual and Building from the relevant lists. If 
the Individual and/or Building are not listed, double-click the relevant box to call up the Individual 
or Building List and add the name at the bottom of the screen.  If the name does not automatically 
appear in the list when you return to the Directories screen, press F9 to refresh the list. 

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

IB Codes 

An IB Code represents the Individual ID and Building ID numbers and is automatically allocated to 
all Directories entries once an Individual and Building have been selected.  It will be updated 
should the selected Individual and/or Building names be modified at a later date.  
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Existing Synthetic Link Data 

On the right hand side of the Directories screen appears any available synthetic or link data that is 
already stored for the Individual in connection to the Building, as entered on the screen.   

From here you can manually type over the existing dates, and check or uncheck the Verification 
box (see p. 40 for more information on verifying records). 

If you enter a Directories record for a year prior to the earliest recorded date of the occupancy 
of the building, or later than the last known date, a note will appear at the bottom of the screen: 
‘This entry indicates that Individual X lived at Building Y later/earlier than has been previously 
recorded: consider upgrading data’, as in the following example.  
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If no Link record exists, click the ‘Add new Link record’.  The following prompts will appear: 

 

Select ‘Yes’:  

 

Check that only 1 row is to be appended and select ‘Yes’. (If ‘0 row(s)’ appears a link for this 
Individual at this Building already exists.) 

If the new record does not automatically appear, press F9 to refresh.   
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RATES  

When you enter a new Rates listing, select the occupant, owner and Building from the relevant 
lists. If the Individual and/or Building are not listed, double-click the relevant box to call up the 
Individual or Building List and add the name at the bottom of the screen. If the name does not 
automatically appear in the list when you return to the Directories screen, press F9 to refresh the 
list. 

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

IB Codes 

An IB Code represents the Individual ID and Building ID numbers and an IBCode for both the 
occupants and owners will be automatically allocated to all Rates entries.  They will be updated 
should the selected Individual (owner or occupant) and/or Building names be modified at a later 
date.  
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Existing Synthetic Link Data 

On the right hand side of the Rates screen appears any available synthetic or link data that is 
already stored for the Occupant and Owner of the Building, as entered on the screen.   

From here, you can manually type over the existing dates, and check or uncheck the Verification 
box (see p. 40 for more information on verifying records).s 

If you enter a Rates record for year a prior to the earliest recorded date of the ownership or 
occupancy of the building, or later than the last known dates, a note will appear at the bottom of 
the screen: ‘This entry indicates that Individual X owned/lived at Building Y later/earlier than has 
been previously recorded: consider upgrading data’, as in the following example. 

 

 

If no Link record exists, click the ‘Add new Link record’ for either the owner or occupant.  The 
following prompts will appear: 
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Select ‘Yes’:  

 

Check that only 1 row is to be appended and select ‘Yes’. (If ‘0 row(s)’ appears a link for this 
Individual at this Building already exists.) 

If the new record does not automatically appear, press F9 to refresh.   
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BIRTHS 

When you enter a Birth Certificate, select the Individual from the Name list.  If the Individual is 
not listed, double-click the name box to call up the Individuals List and add the name at the 
bottom of the screen.  If the name does not appear when you return to the Births screen, press 
F9 to refresh and try again. 

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

If the witnesses are known to be in the database, consider adding a Relationship link on the main 
Individuals Register screen (see p. 15). 
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DEATHS 

When you enter a Death Certificate, select the Individual from the Name list.  If the Individual is 
not listed, double-click the name box to call up the Individuals List and add the name at the 
bottom of the screen.  If the name does not appear when you return to the screen, press F9 to 
refresh and try again. 

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

If the witnesses are known to be in the database, consider adding a Relationship link on the main 
Individuals Register screen (see p. 15). 
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MARRIAGES 

When you enter a Marriage Certificate, select the groom and bride’s names from the relevant 
drop-down lists.  If the Individuals are not listed, double-click the box to call up the Individuals List 
and add the name at the bottom of the screen.  If the name does not appear when you return to 
the Births screen, press F9 to refresh and try again. 

Click the  buttons to view the Individual Registers for each person.  

 

 
Definitions for each field will appear in the status bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the 
cursor is placed in that field. 

If the witnesses are known to be in the database, consider adding a Relationship link on the main 
Individuals Register screen (see p. 15). 
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INSOLVENCY 

When you enter a new Insolvency record select the Individual and, where relevant, Building from 
the available lists. If the Individual and/or Building are not listed, double-click the relevant box to 
call up the Individual or Building List and add the name at the bottom of the screen. If the name 
does not automatically appear in the list when you return to the Directories screen, press F9 to 
refresh the list. 

 

Inventory 

Some Insolvency files contain inventories of the possessions owned by the Insolvent individual. 
These can be recorded in the ‘Inventory’ subform on the Insolvency screen.  
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MANUSCRIPTS AND NOTES REGISTER  

Most records in People+Place are derived from registers and lists of names and addresses, and 
these provide the basis for determining maximum occupancy periods.  In some cases, newspaper 
advertisements, Council records and reports, private letters and documents provide information 
about Individuals living in particular Buildings.  Such information can be entered into the 
Manuscripts and Notes Register, accessed from the ‘Enter Data’ switchboard: 

 

 
Each record can be allocated to an Individual, a Building or both.  If the Individual and/or Building 
are not listed, double-click the relevant box to call up the Individual or Building List and add the 
name at the bottom of the screen. If the name does not automatically appear in the list when you 
return to the Manuscripts screen, press F9 to refresh the list and try again. 

It is important to record the source of the manuscript (e.g. Sydney Morning Herald or The City of 
Sydney Contracts record series), and all reference information.  If the source you are using does 
not appear on the list, double-click and enter the details in the Bibliography screen.  If the name 
does not automatically appear in the list when you return to the Manuscripts screen, press F9 to 
refresh the list. 
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Note 

Manuscript records are not evaluated during the automatic upload of link and occupancy 
information (see p. 39).  If a Manuscript record indicates that an Individual lived or owned a 
Building before or after the dates known from Rates and Directories records, the Link should be 
updated manually and Verified to prevent further updates based on the Rates and Directories 
records (see p. 40). 
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L I N K I N G  P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S  

Establishing links between people and places in the form of tenancy periods, or lengths of 
ownership, is a fundamental element of the People+Place database. The data that record these 
links are referred to as ‘synthetic’ or ‘link data’ and they may be created in several ways. 

UPLOADING LINK DATA 

The People+Place database has in-built tools to generate synthetic occupancy data from ‘raw’ 
Directory and Rates records.  You can automatically create and update batches of synthetic data 
records. 

After a entering a number of new Directories or Rates records, select the ‘Upload synthetic link 
data’ option from the Main Switchboard.  
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Adding Link Records 

Click each of the ‘Add link’ buttons in turn to create new links from the Rates and Directories 
records. In each of these cases, the following prompts will appear: 

 

And: 

 

If an unexpectedly large number of rows appears in the message box, say (3,000 when you have 
only entered 500 new Rates or Directories records), do not proceed with the query.  Create a 
backup of the database, check the IB Codes on the original raw-data records and run the query 
again.  If the problem persists, only create  

Updating Link Records 

The ‘Upload’ buttons run queries that examine already existing records that have not been 
Verified (see p. 40) and compare them to new Directories and Rates records.  If a new Directory 
or Rates record indicates that an individual lived at a given house earlier or later than it appears in 
the existing synthetic Link record, the query will update the Date From and Date To fields of the 
Link record to reflect the highest or lowest year recorded in the Directories and Rates entries. 

Note that the first button only updates “Occupants”. The Owners button updates both 
“Owners” and “Owner–occupants”. 

Verified Records 

The Update queries only make changes to Link records that have not been verified. To prevent 
modification to occupancy periods known from sources other than raw data (e.g. Manuscript 
records, see p. 37), make sure the relevant records are verified before running the Upload. 

MANUALLY CREATING AND EDITING LINK DATA 

You can also manually create and edit a Link record while working in the Directories or Rates 
data entry screens (see p. 26).  
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From the Individual or Building forms: press the ‘View Links’ below the drop-down list of 
occupation phases. This will open the link data screen and filter for the records associated with 
the Individual or Building listed on the current record of the Individual or Building screen.   

IB CODES 

The IBCode is the IndividualID and BuildingID separated by a “/” used on the Links table and raw 
record entries for Rates and Directories. It is an important means of linking Individuals with 
Buildings, so it is vital that the Code is correct.  It is a unique Code; there can be no two Link 
records with the same IBCode. 

REVIEWING LINK DATA 

A full list of all the links between Individuals and Buildings can be viewed at any time, by clicking 
the ‘View or Edit Synthetic Link Data’ option from the Main Switchboard.  

 

From this screen, you can double click on any Individual or Building name to view their listings on 
the Individuals and Building Registers, respectively. 
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Editing the Links Screen 

To change the name of an Individual or Building, select the correct name from the drop-down lists 
(arranged alphabetically by surname and address).  If you can’t find the Individual or Building that 
you want from the pick list alone, double click on ‘Individual’ or ‘Building’ in the header bar to call 
up the List of Individuals and List of Buildings respectively.  From here, place the cursor in the 
field you want to search and key in Ctrl+F or press the  button. 

If you need to check other information about an Individual or Building, double-click their name 
and you will be directed to the Individual or Building Register. 

Once you have changed the IndividualID and/or BuildingID on the links screen, double-click the 
IBCode to update the Code with the correct ID numbers (see p. 41).  As noted, the IB Code is 
unique and there can be no two Link records with the same IBCode. 

If you need to enter two occupancy periods for one Individual who happened to live in the same 
building in two separate intervals, distinguish the IBCodes with the characters ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ etc.  For 
example: 

 

(Note that should you later need to update the IBCodes by double-clicking you will have to re-
enter the ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ characters.) 
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L I N K I N G  P E O P L E ,  P L A C E S  +  A R C H A E O L O G Y   

You will need to have the EAMC Archaeology database loaded on your system to view the 
Archaeology links.  You can access the full database at any time by clicking the  icon in the top 
right hand corner of the main Access toolbar. 

The links between Individuals, Buildings and artefacts or assemblages can be accessed from the 
‘Archaeological Links’ option on the Main Switchboard: 
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INDIVIDUALS AND ARTEFACTS 

It is very rare that artefacts recovered from archaeological sites can be directly linked to the 
Individuals who once bought, used and discarded them.  When this occurs, it is usually because of 
an inscription or marking on the artefact that bears an individual’s name.   

To review or add such a link select the ‘Individuals and Artefacts’ option on the Archaeology 
switchboard.  Select the Individual’s name from the drop-down list, and enter the full Catalogue 
Number of the artefact.  The additional information about the artefact will automatically appear. 

 

You can view more detailed descriptions of the artefact on the ‘Artefacts’ tab on the Individuals 
Register (see p. 18). 
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INDIVIDUALS AND ASSEMBLAGES 

It is more usual that a whole assemblage of artefacts can be associated with an individual or family, 
based on the date of the deposit and the year(s) during which the individual or family occupied 
the building.  Given the complexity of determining both these dates, it is often difficult to 
associate families and assemblages with a high degree of certainty.  

In the EAMC database, you can record these associations and allocate a measure of confidence in 
their determination, as in the listing shown below. To view the links recorded in the database, 
select the ‘Individuals and Assemblages’ option on the Archaeology switchboard. 
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BUILDINGS AND ASSEMBLAGES  

The People+Place database also allows you to review all artefacts and assemblages recovered 
from Buildings that appear on the archaeological sites stored in the EAMC Archaeology database. 
To view these artefacts, select the ‘Buildings and Assemblages’ option on the Archaeology 
switchboard.  You can also access the screen by clicking the ‘Artefacts’ button on the Buildings 
Register. 

 

This screen may take some time to load. 
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Q U I C K  L I S T S  

To view simple lists of all Individuals and Buildings in People+Place select ‘Quick Lists’ from the 
Main Switchboard: 
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There is a list for Buildings: 
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and Individuals: 

 

 
To search either List, place the cursor in the field you want to search and press the keys Ctrl and 
F simultaneously or click  on the main Access toolbar, and follow the prompts.  Make sure you 
check whether the search is set to match the ‘Whole Field’ or ‘Any Part of Field’. 
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L I S T  O F  T A B L E S  

The following presents a list of all major tables in the People+Place database, excluding tables 
sourced from the EAMC Archaeology Database, along with their field definitions.  

Definitions for each field on the primary data entry and register screens will appear in the status 
bar at the bottom of the screen whenever the cursor is placed in that field. 

BIBLIODATA  

List table holding bibliographic references to primary documentary sources (Rates, Sands etc) and 
other documents used in the EAMC project. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

SourceID Long 
Integer 

4 ID number automatically allocated to each bibliographic entry. 

AuthorSurname Text 100 Surname of the main author. 

AuthorFirstName Text 50 First name or initial of the main author. 

OtherAuthorSeparator Text 20 The punctuation or words that should separate the primary author and 
the co-author, or the first of several co-authors, e.g. ',',  'and', or 'in 
association with'. 

Other Authors Text 255 Full names of other authors, with first name first, e.g. 'Jane Smith'. 

Title Text 255 The full title of the published document or report, or a description of an 
excerpt or other work. 

Publisher Text 100 Name of the publisher or client.  If a client, include 'for': e.g., 'for Jo Smith 
Pty Ltd'. 

PublishedIn Text 100 Place of publication. 

PublishedDate Text 20 Year of publication or the year a report was released. 

Vol Text 50 Number of volumes included in this entry. (Each volume in a series may be 
given its own entry.) 

Volume or Series 
Details 

Text 100 Details of the series (if this is one volume from a larger series) or all the 
volumes (if all volumes in a series are included in this record). 

PageFrom Text 20 If an article or excerpt from a larger document, the first page number of 
this excerpt. 

PageTo Text 20 If an article or excerpt from a larger document, the last page number of 
this excerpt. 

DateFrom Text 20 Earliest date that information in this document refers to. 

DateTo Text 20 Latest date that information in this document refers to. 

Source Text 50 The place or places where this document is held. 

RefNo Text 50 The reference number or name to retrieve this document from the source 
selected. 

SourceType Text 20 The type of information contained in this document: either primary or 
secondary. 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

Format Text 20 Format of physical document, e.g. 'photocopies of newspapers', 'book', 
'box of photographs'. 

DocumentType Text 20 Type of document: 'official', 'post-office directory', 'excavation report' etc 

Comments Memo - Any additional comments about the work. 

Entered by Text 30 Name of the person who entered the information about this document 
into this form. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date when the information about this document was entered into 
People+Place. 

Enteredby Text 50 Login name of the person who entered the record into People+Place. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 The latest date on which the record was modified using the Biblio form. 

UpdatedBy Text 50  Login name of the person who last modified the record using the Biblio 
form. 

CORE_BUILDINGS 

Core table: Register of ID numbers and descriptive information for all Buildings. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

BuildingID Long 
Integer 

4 ID number automatically allocated to each Building. 

SiteName Text 20 The archaeological site on which the building was excavated (where 
relevant). 

BldgName Text 150 The primary name by which the Building will be listed, this is usually the 
most recent or common street address (e.g. 1 Carahers Lane). 

OtherName Text 150 Other names by which the Building is referred to historical 
documentation or recent reports, e.g. 'The Massey Terraces' 

FormerAddresses Text 150 Former street addresses of this building. 

BldgCode Text 255 A unique code allocated to each building, used to sort all buildings by 
street address and on reports where there is not sufficient space to show 
the full Building Name. 

StreetNo Text 50 The number of the house. 

StreetName Text 50 The name of the street. 

Section Text 20 The Section (or block) number on which the house is situated. This 
appears on official survey plans. 

LotNumber Text 20 The lot number within the Section or block. 

ConstructionDate Text 50 The year the building was constructed. (Use of circa is OK.) 

DemolitionDate Text 50 The year the building was demolished. (Use of circa is OK.) 

HouseOwners Text 100 The name(s) of the original owner(s) of the building, where known. 

Builder Text 50 The name(s) of the original builder(s) of the building, where known. 

Occupants Text 50 The name(s) of the original occupant(s) of the building, where known. 

Description Memo - Description of the building etc known from historical or archaeological 
sources. 

NoOfFloors Long 
Integer 

4 Number of floors, if known. 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

NoRooms Single 4 Number of rooms, if known. 

DwellingType Memo - Dwelling type, at time of construction 

Notes Memo - Additional notes or comments about the building and/or its 
owners/occupiers/builders. 

BibliographicReferences Text 255 References for relevant reports and documents that discuss this building. 

Trench Text 20 For excavated buildings only, the Trench in which it was recovered. 

ArchaeologicalEvidence Memo - For excavated buildings only, details of the archaeological remains of the 
building. 

ExcavSheetRef Text 100 For excavated buildings only, the excavation plans in which the building 
appears. 

ContextNo Text 100 For excavated buildings only, key context numbers associated with the 
building. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date on which the Building's record was created in the People+Place 
database. 

EnteredBy Text 20 Login name of the person who created the Building's record in the 
People+Place database. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date on which the Building's record was last updated or modified using 
the Buildings Register. 

UpdatedBy Text 20 Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Building's 
form using the Buildings Register 

 

CORE_INDIVIDUALS 

Core table: Register of ID numbers and descriptive information for all Individuals. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Individual. 

Title Text 255 Individual's Title, e.g. Mr, Mrs or Miss (if known). 

Surname Text 50 Individual's Surname. Use the most common or best-known spelling, or the 
last known surname for married women. Alternative spellings and names 
can be entered in the 'Other Surnames' field. 

Forename Text 50 Individual's first name. 

MaidenName Text 50 If the individual is a married woman, enter her maiden name here (if 
known) 

OtherMarriedNames Text 50 If the individual is a woman who has married more than once, enter her 
former married names here (if known) 

OtherSurnames Text 50 If the individual's surname has multiple spellings, enter the variations here. 

Occupation Text 50 The Occupation(s) of the Individual, if known 

Born Text 255 The year the individual was born, if known 

Died Text 255 The year the individual died, if known 

Sex Text 10 Whether the Individual is male or female 

Married Text 50 Whether the Individual is married. If yes give the year of marriage in the 
following format: 'Yes: 1858' 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

Children? Text 50 Whether the Individual has children.  If yes, give the number in the 
following format: 'Yes: 1'. 

Immigrant Text 50 Whether the Individual was an Immigrant to Australia.  If yes, give the year 
they arrived in the following format: 'Yes: 1862'. 

Birthplace Text 50 Where the Individual was born, if known. 

EthnicGroup Text 50 The Ethnic Grouping of the Individual and/or their family (e.g., English, 
Scottish, Chinese), if known. 

Religion Text 50 The religious denomination of the Individual and/or their family, if known. 

Literate Text 50 Whether or not the Individual was literate, if known. 

Biography Memo - Include here any known biographical notes about the Individual's life. 

Notes Memo - Include here any notes about the Individual's record, concerns or 
justification for the inclusion of particular information. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date on which the Individual's record was created in the People+Place 
database. 

EnteredBy Text 255 Login name of the person who created the Individual's record in the 
People+Place database. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date on which the Individual's record was last updated or modified using 
the Individuals Register. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Individual's 
form using the Individuals Register. 

DATAI_BIRTHS 

Data Table (Individuals): raw data entry records of Birth certificates relating to Individuals in 
People+Place. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

BirthsRecordID Long 
Integer 

4 ID number automatically allocated to each Birth record 

IndividualID Long 
Integer 

4 The Individual referred to in this Birth Certificate or Baptism 
Register. Pick  from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list 

Surname Text 50 The Surname of the Individual exactly as it appears on the Birth 
Certificate or Baptism Register (i.e. including misspellings) 

Given Name Text 50 The forename of the Individual exactly as it appears on the Birth 
Certificate or Baptism Register (i.e. including misspellings) 

Sex Text 50 Whether male or female 

Date of Birth Date/Time 8 Date of Birth as listed on the Certificate 

DateofBaptism Date/Time 8 Date of Baptism, if given 

RegNo Text 50 Registration Number as it appears on the Certificate 

PlaceofRegistration Text 255 The place where the child's birth was registered. 

Father Text 255 Father's name as it appears on the Certificate (i.e. including 
misspellings), if given. 

FathersAge Text 255 Father's age as it appears on the Certificate, if given. 

FathersBirthPlace Text 255 Father's place of birth as it appears on the Certificate, if given. 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

Father'sOccupation Text 50 Father's occupation as it appears on the Certificate, if given. 

FatherPreviousIssueLiving Text 255 The father's surviving children from previous marriages 

FatherPreviousIssueDeceased Text 255 The father's deceased children from previous marriages 

Mother Text 255 Mother's name as it appears on the Certificate (i.e. including 
misspellings), if given. 

MothersAge Text 255 Mother's age as it appears on the Certificate, if given. 

MothersBirthPlace Text 255 Mother's place of birth as it appears on the Certificate, if given. 

WhenMarried Text 255 Date or year when the child's parents married, if given 

WhereMarried Text 255 Place where the child's parents married, if given 

MotherPreviousIssueLiving Text 255 The mother's surviving children from previous marriages 

MotherPreviousIssueDeceased Text 255 The mother's deceased children from previous marriages 

Residence Text 50 Where the parents are currently residing 

InformantName Text 255 Name of the person who supplied the information for the 
registration 

InformantDescription Text 50 Relationship of the Informant to the family 

InformantResidence Memo - Where the Informant currently resides 

PresentatBirth Text 50 Names of individuals present at the birth, if given 

Witnesses Text 255 Witnesses 

Nurse Text 255 Attending nurse 

Denomination Text 50 Religious Denomination of the family 

Parish Text 50 Parish in which they family lives 

Minister Text 50 Name of minister 

Registrar Text 255 Name of the Registrar who processed the form 

RegYear Long 
Integer 

4 Registration Year 

VolRef Text 50 Volume reference for the certificate 

Index Year Long 
Integer 

4 Index Year 

District Text 50 District in which the child was born 

Country Text 50 County in which the child was born 

Notes Memo - Use this field to make any necessary notes about the Certificate or 
its database record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date the Birth Record was created. 

EnteredBy Text 255 Login name of the person who created the Birth Record. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date the Birth Record was last updated or modified using the 
Births form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 Login name of the person who modified the Birth Record using the 
Births form. 
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DATAI_DEATHS 

Data Table (Individuals): raw data entry records of Death certificates relating to Individuals in 
People+Place. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

DeathRecordID Long 
Integer 

4  ID number automatically allocated to each Death record 

IndividualID Long 
Integer 

4  The Individual referred to in this Death Certificate. Pick from list. 
Double-click to add an Individual to the list 

RegNo Text 255 Registration Number 

Surname Text 50  Surname of the deceased exactly as it appears on the Death Certificate 
(i.e. including misspellings) 

Given Name Text 50  Forename of the deceased exactly as it appears on the Death 
Certificate (i.e. including misspellings) 

Date Date/Time 8  Date of death 

Place Text 255  Place of death 

Occupation Text 255  Occupation of the deceased 

Age Long 
Integer 

4  Age at time of death 

CauseOfDeath Text 255 Illness or condition that caused death 

DurationLastIllness Text 255  Length of time that the deceased had been suffering from their fatal 
illness/injuries 

MedicalAttendant Text 255  Medical attendant by whom the death was certified 

MedicalAttendantLastSeen Text 255  When Medical Attendant last saw the deceased 

Mother Text 255  The deceased's mother 

Father Text 255  The deceased's father 

Informant Text 255  Signature, description and residence of informant 

InformantID Long 
Integer 

4  If the Informant is stored in the People+Place database, you can select 
their name from this list 

WhenBuried Text 255 Date the deceased was buried 

WhereBuried Text 255  Place where the deceased was buried 

Undertaker Text 255  Name of the undertaker 

Minister Text 255  Name of the minister 

Witnesses Text 255  Names of any witnesses, if given 

PlaceOfBirth Text 255  Place where the deceased was born 

TimeAustnColonies Text 255  Time spent in the Australian colonies 

MarriageWhere Text 255  Where the deceased was married 

MarriageAge Text 255  The age of the deceased when they married 

MarriageSpouse Text 255  Name of the deceased's spouse 

Issue Text 255  Issue in order of birth and age at parent's death 

Index Year Long 
Integer 

4  Year of the Index in which the entry appears  

Denomination Text 50 Religious Denomination of the deceased 

Parish Text 50  Parish in which the deceased lived 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

VolRef Text 50  Volume Reference 

RegYear Text 50  Registration Year 

Notes Memo -  Use this field to make any necessary notes about the Certificate or its 
database record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Death Record was entered into People+Place. 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who entered the Death Record into 
People+Place. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  The latest date on which the Death Record was modified using the 
Deaths form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last modified the Death Record using 
the Deaths form 

DATAI_MARRIAGES 

Data Table (Individuals): raw data entry records of Marriage certificates relating to Individuals in 
People+Place. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

MarriageRecordID Long Integer 4  ID number automatically allocated to each Marriage record 

HusbandID Long Integer 4  Unique ID of the husband as stored in the People+Place database. 
Pick from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list 

WifeID Long Integer 4 Unique ID of the wife as stored in the People+Places database. 
Pick from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list 

RegNo Text 255 Registration number 

RegYear Long Integer 4  Registration Year 

VolumeNumber Text 50 Volume Number 

DateofMarriage Date/Time 8  Date of Marriage 

PlaceOfRegistration Text 255  Place of Registration 

HusbandFirstName Text 255  Husband's forename as it appears on the Certificate (i.e. including 
spelling mistakes) 

HusbandSurname Text 255  Husband's Surname as it appears on the Certificate (i.e. including 
spelling mistakes) 

HusbandStatus Text 50  Husband's marital status 

HusbandBirthPlace Text 255  Husband's place of birth 

HusbandOccupation Text 255  Husband's Rank or Profession 

HusbandAge Long Integer 4  Age of Husband at Time of Marriage 

HusbandUsualResidence Text 50 Husband's usual residence 

NameofHusband'sFather Text 50  Husband's father 

NameofHusband'sMother Text 50  Husband's mother 

Husand'sFather'sOccupation Text 50  Husand's father's occupation 

WifeFirstName Text 255  Wife's First Name as it appears on the Certificate (i.e. including 
spelling mistakes) 

WifeSurname Text 255  Wife's Surname or Maiden Name as it appears on the Certificate 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

(i.e. including spelling mistakes) 

WifeStatus Text 50 Wife's marital status 

WifeBirthPlace Text 50  Wife's place of birth 

WifeOccupation Text 50  Wife's Rank or Occupation 

WifeAge Long Integer 4  Age of Wife at Time of Marriage 

Wife'sUsualResidence Text 255 Wife's usual place of residence at the time of marriage 

NameofWife'sFather Text 255  Wife's father 

NameofWife'sMother Text 50  Wife's mother 

Wife'sFather'sOccupation Text 50  Wife's father's occupation 

ChildrenfromFormerMarriage Text 255  Children Living and dead by Each Former Marriage 

Witnesses Text 255  Name of Witnesses to the marriage 

Minister Text 255  Minister's name 

Parish Text 50  Town and Church 

Denomination Text 50  Religion 

Annotations Text 255  Annotations made on the Certificate 

Notes Memo -  Use this field to make any necessary notes about the Certificate 
or its database record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Marriage Record was entered into the People+Place 
database 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who entered the record 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date that the record was last modified while using the Marriages 
form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last modified the record while 
using the Marriages form. 

DATAIB_DIRECTORIES 

Data Table (Individuals and Buildings): raw data entry records of residents lists in post-office 
directories.  

Field Name Type Size Description 

DirectoriesRecordID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Directory Listing. 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 The Individual most likely to be referred to in this Directory Listing. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list. 

BuildingID Long Integer 4 The Building most likely to be referred to in this Directory Listing. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add a Building to the list. 

IBcode Text 255 A Code automatically allocated once an Individual and/or Building has been 
selected. This represents the Individual ID and Building ID numbers. 

SourceID Long Integer 4 The bibliographic reference for the source of this Directory Listing. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an item to the list. 

Year Long Integer 4 Year in which the Directory was listed. (NB even if the Source includes 
the year, you must repeat it in the 'Year' field to enable sorting.) 

Block Text 255 The section in which the house appears in the Directory. (Each block was 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

separated in directories by cross streets marked as 'Here lies Cribbs' 
Lane'.) 

StreetName Text 255 The name of the street given in the original listing, transcribed exactly as it 
appears (i.e. including misspellings) 

StreetNo Text 255 The number of the house given in the original listing. Note house numbers 
changed frequently so these may differ from the no. listed in the 'Building' 
field. 

Title Text 255 The title (e.g. Mrs, Miss, Dr) of the Individual exactly as it appears in the 
original listing (i.e. including misspellings), where given 

FirstName Text 255 The forename of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original listing 
(i.e. including misspellings), where given 

Surname Text 255 The Surname of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original listing 
(i.e. including misspellings). For companies, place Company name here. 

Occupation Text 255 The Occupation of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original listing, 
where given 

PageRef Text 255 The page on which the Directory listing appears 

Notes Memo - Include here any notes about the listing or concerns, or justification, for 
the allocation of this listing to an Individual or Building. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date the Listing was created. 

EnteredBy Text 255 Login name of the person who created the record. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date the Listing was last updated or modified using the Directories form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 Login name of the person who modified the record using the Directories 
form. 

 

DATAIB_INSOLVENCY 

Data Table (Individuals and/or Buildings): raw data entry records of Insolvency files. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

InsolvencyID Long Integer 4  Unique ID number, automatically allocated to each Insolvency Record 

InsolvRecordNo Long Integer 4  The Insolvency File number as it appears on the original documents. 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 The Individual most likely to be referred to in this Insolvency Record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list. 

BuildingID Long Integer 4 The Building most likely to be referred to in this Insolvency Record. Pick from 
list. Double-click to add a Building to the list. 

SourceID Long Integer 4 The bibliographic reference for the source of this Insolvency Record. Pick from 
list. Double-click to add an item to the list. 

Surname Text 255 The Surname of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original record (i.e. 
including misspellings). 

First Name Text 255  The forename of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original record (i.e. 
including misspellings). 

Address Text 255  The address of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original record (i.e. 
including misspellings). 

Occupation Text 255  The Occupation of the Individual exactly as it appears in the original record. 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

InsolvDate Date/Time 8  Date the Individual filed for insolvency. 

InventDate Date/Time 8  Date that the inventory of the Individual's possessions was taken. 

Inspector Text 255  Name of the inspector who made the inventory, if given. 

Insolv Type Text 255  Type of insolvency claim (e.g. voluntary or compulsory). 

In Debt Long Integer 4  Total debts that the Individual had accrued. 

Owed Long Integer 4 Total of amounts owed to the Individual. 

Furniture Value Long Integer 4 Total estimated value of the Individual's furnishings. 

Apparel Value Long Integer 4 Total estimated value of the Individual's clothing and apparel. 

Other value Text 255 Total estimated value of the other items belonging to the Individual, as listed in 
the inventory. 

Notes Memo -  Additional notes relevant to the record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Insolvency record was entered into the People+Place database. (The 
date will appear automatically each time a new record is created.) 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who entered the record into the People+Place 
database. (The name will appear automatically each time a new record is 
created.) 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date on which the Insolvency record was last updated or modified using the 
Insolvency form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last updated or modified using the Insolvency 
form. 

DATAIB_INSOLVENCYINV 

Data Table (Individuals and/or Buildings): Inventory of personal possessions associated with 
Insolvent individuals. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

InventoryRecordNo Long Integer 4  ID number automatically allocated to each item in the Inventory. 

InsolvencyID Long Integer 4  The Insolvency ID number. (If entering the Inventory from the main 
Insolvency form, this number will be copied automatically from the main 
part of the form.) 

InsolvNo Long Integer 4 The Insolvency File number as it appears on the original documents. (If 
entering the Inventory from the main Insolvency form, this number will be 
copied automatically from the main part of the form.) 

Room Text 255 Room in which the item was recorded 

Item Text 255  Name of the item 

Quantity Long Integer 4  Number of items 

Unclear Yes/No 1 Check box to note whether the notations were unclear and therefore the 
transcription is uncertain. 

Notes Text 255 Additional notes relevant to the record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Inventory item was entered into the People+Place database. (The 
date will appear automatically each time a new record is created.) 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who entered the record into the People+Place 
database. (The name will appear automatically each time a new record is 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

created.) 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date on which the Insolvency Inventory record was last updated or 
modified using the Insolvency form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Insolvency 
Inventory record using the Insolvency form. 

DATAIB_MANUSCRIPTNOTES 

Data Table (Individuals and/or Buildings): raw data entries for any manuscript or document citing 
and Individual or Building in People+Place that is not a Directory or Rates record. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

ManuscriptRecordID Long Integer 4  ID number automatically allocated to each Manuscript record 

IndividualID Long Integer 4  The Individual most likely to be referred to in this Manuscript record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list. 

BuildingID Long Integer 4 The Building most likely to be referred to in this Manuscript Record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add a Building to the list. 

SourceID Long Integer 4 The bibliographic reference for the source of this Manuscript. Pick from 
list. Double-click to add an item to the list. 

ArchivesRef Text 255 The catalogue number or other reference used by the Library or Archives 
to identify this manuscript (or its source). 

PageFrom Long Integer 4  The first or only page of the volume in which this Manuscript record 
appears. 

PageTo Long Integer 4 The last page on which this Manuscript record appears. 

DateFrom Date/Time 8 The date on which this Manuscript record was created, or for records 
produced over a period of time, the date the record was started. 

DateTo Date/Time 8 For records produced over a period of time, the date the record was last 
amended. 

DateNotes Text 255 Field to include details of approximate or estimated dates etc. 

Detail Memo -  The transcript or summary of the Manuscript record. Enclose direct quotes 
in quotation marks. 

Notes Memo -  Additional Comments about the Manuscript record or allocation of 
Individual or Building IDs. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Manuscript record was entered into the People+Place database. 

EnteredBy Text 50  Login name of the person who created the record. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date the Manuscript record was last updated or modified using the 
Manuscripts form. 

UpdatedBy Text 50  Login name of the person who last updated or modified the record using 
the Manuscripts form. 
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DATAIB_RATES 

Data Table (Individuals and Buildings): raw data entry records of residents and owners in Council 
Rate Assessment books.  

Field Name Type Size Description 

RateRecordID Long Integer 4  ID number automatically allocated to each Rates record. 

SourceID Long Integer 4  The bibliographic reference for the source of this Rates record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an item to the list. 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 The Individual most likely to be the Person Rates in this rates 
assessment record. Pick from list. Double-click to add an Individual to 
the list. 

IndividualName Text 255 Name of Person Rated, as it appears on the original record (i.e. 
showing mis-spelling where relevant). 

OwnerID Long Integer 4  The Individual most likely to be the Owner or Landlord noted in this 
rates assessment record. Pick from list. Double-click to add an 
Individual to the list. 

OwnerOrLandlord Text 50 Name of the Owner or Landlord, as it appears on the original record 
(i.e. showing mis-spelling where relevant). 

StreetName Text 50  The name of the street given in the original listing, transcribed exactly 
as it appears (i.e. including mis-spellings), NB street names changed 
often so these may differ from the street listed in the 'Building' field. 

StreetNo Text 50  The number of the house given in the original rates assessment. Note 
house numbers changed frequently so these may differ from the no. 
listed in the 'Building' field. 

BuildingID Long Integer 4  The Building most likely to be referred to in this Rates Assessment 
Record. Pick from list. Double-click to add a Building to the list. 

IBcode Text 255 A Code automatically allocated once the Rated Person and/or Building 
has been selected. This represents the Individual ID and Building ID 
numbers. 

IBcodeOwner Text 255  A Code automatically allocated once the Owner and/or Building has 
been selected. This represents the Individual ID and Building ID 
numbers. 

Year Long Integer 4  Year of assessment 

BldgUse Text 50 Primary use of the building (i.e. house, warehouse or shop) 

BuildingMaterial Text 50  The building's primary fabric (i.e. brick, stone, timber) 

BuildingRoofingMaterials Text 50  Type of roofing material (i.e. slate, shingles) 

NoOfFloors Long Integer 4  Number of floors 

NoOfRooms Long Integer 4 Number of rooms 

Rating Long Integer 4 Nett value fixed by Court of Quarter Sessions 

Comments Text 255 Comments made on the rates assessment book 

Notes Memo -  Include here any notes about the listing or concerns, or justification, for 
the allocation of this listing to an Individual or Building. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Rates record was entered into the People+Place database. 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who created the record. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date the Rates record was last updated or modified using the Rates 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

form. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last updated or modified the record 
using the Rates form. 

LINKI_FAMILY 

Link Table (Individuals): synthetic record linking an Individual with a Family Group. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

FamilyLinkID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Family Link Record, i.e. each record for 
which an Individual is linked to a Family name 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 ID number of the Individual linked to the Family 

FamilyID Long Integer 4 Unique ID number allocated to each Family 

Notes Text 255 Include here any notes about the Family Link record or concerns, or justification, 
for the allocation of this Individual to this Family 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date the Family Link record was entered into the People+Place database. 

EnteredBy Text 255 Login name of the person who created the Family Link record in the People+Place 
database. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date the Family Link record was last updated or modified using the Family 
Associations tab on the Individuals Register 

UpdatedBy Text 255 Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Family Link record 
using the Family Associations tab on the Individuals Register  

 

LINKI_OCCUPATIONGROUP 

Link Table (Individuals): stores synthetic records which group an Individual's occupation into 
broader categories for analysis. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

ID Long Integer 4 Unique ID automatically allocated to each occupation linked to an 
Individual. (NB an individual can be linked to more than one 
Occupation.) 

OccupationGroupName Text 50 E.g. 'Blacksmith', 'Stevedore' 

Industry Text 50 E.g. 'Manufacturing', 'Shipping' 

Subclassification Text 50 E.g. "Metal Trades', 'Wharves' 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 Unique ID of the Individual 

Notes Text 255 Add here any notes about the Occupation record 
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LINKI_RELATIONSHIPS 

Link Table (Individuals): stores synthetic records which link one Individual with another in 
accordance with a known relationship (e.g. husband, uncle, business associate). 

Field Name Type Size Description 

RelationshipID Long Integer 4  ID number automatically allocated to each Relationship 

IndividualID Long Integer 4  ID number of the first Individual in the relationship. They are the subject, i.e. 
Individual 1 is the wife of Individual 2. 

RelationshipTo Long Integer 4  ID number of the second Individual in the relationship. They are the object, i.e. 
Individual 1 is the wife of Individual 2. 

Notes Text 255 Include here any notes about the Relationship or concerns, or justification, for 
the allocation of Individuals 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the Relationship record was entered into the People+Place database. 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who created the Relationship Record in the 
People+Place database. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date the Relationship Record was last updated or modified using the 
Relationships tab of the Individuals Register 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Relationship Record 
using the Relationships tab of the Individuals Register 

 

LINKIB_INDIVIDUALARTEFACTS 

Link Table (Individuals): synthetic record linking an Individual with an artefact recorded in the 
EAMC Archaeology Database. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

IndArtID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Link between an Individual and 
an artefact 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 ID number of the Individual who owned, used or may be otherwise 
associated with the artefact. 

CatalogueNumber Text 255 The Catalogue Number of the artefact, as it appears in the EAMC 
Archaeology Database. 

Notes Text 255 Add here any notes about the association between this Individual and the 
artefact 

LINKIB_INDIVIDUALCONTEXTS 

Link Table (Individuals): synthetic record linking an Individual with a stratigraphic context and 
associated artefact assemblage, as recorded in the EAMC Archaeology Database. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

IndContextID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Link between an Individual and a 
stratigraphic context. 
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Field Name Type Size Description 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 ID number of the Individual associated with this stratigraphic context. 

Site Text 50 The site from which the stratigraphic context was recovered, as it appears in 
the EAMC Archaeology Database. 

UnitAndArea Text 50 The Context Number of the stratigraphic context associated with this 
Individual, as it appears in the EAMC Archaeology Database. 

MasterContext Text 50 The Master Context group to which the stratigraphic context was allocated, 
as it appears in the EAMC Archaeology Database. 

ConfidenceLevel Text 50 The degree of confidence with which this stratigraphic context has been 
associated with this Individual.  

Notes Text 255 Add here any notes about the association between this Individual and the 
stratigraphic context. 

LINKIB_OCCUPANCYOWNER 

Link Table (Individuals and Buildings): stores synthetic records linking an Individual to a Building 
for a specified period of occupation or ownership. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

OccupancyRecordID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each recorded period of ownership 
or occupancy. 

IBcode Text 255 A Unique code representing the Individual ID and Building ID numbers. 
Added automatically, but editable. Add ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ to the end of the Code 
to distinguish between multiple occupancy periods for the an Individual in 
the same Building at a later time. 

BuildingID Long Integer 4 The Building owned or occupied by the Individual in this record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list. 

IndividualID Long Integer 4 The Individual who owned or occupied the Building in this record. Pick 
from list. Double-click to add an Individual to the list. 

OccupantType Text 255 The type of occupation/ownership, e.g. 'Owner', 'Occupant' 

DateFrom Long Integer 4 The first known year of occupation or ownership, according to current 
research.  

DateTo Long Integer 4 The last known year of occupation or ownership, according to current 
research. 

Notes Memo - Add here any notes about this period of ownership/occupancy. 

Verified Yes/No 1 Whether or not the record has been reviewed and Verified. Once 
Verified, a record will not be affected by the automatic upload features of 
People+Place. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date the Occupancy Link record was entered into the People+Place 
database. 

EnteredBy Text 255 Login name of the person who created the Occupancy Link in the 
People+Place database. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date the Occupancy Link was last updated or modified using the 
Occupancy Link screen. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 Login name of the person who last updated or modified the Occupancy 
Link using the Occupancy Link screen. 
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LIST_FAMILYNAMES 

List Table: list of Family Names. 

Field Name Type Size Description 

FamilyID Long Integer 4 ID number automatically allocated to each Family. 

Surname Text 255  Family's surname 

CurrentDescendants Text 255  Name of current descendants if known 

ImmigrationDetails Text 255  Details of when the family first migrated to the colonies, if known 

Notes Text 255  Additional notes or comments about the family 

DateEntered Date/Time 8  Date the family was entered into the People+Place database 

EnteredBy Text 255  Login name of the person who entered the family into the People+Place 
database 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8  Date that the family's record was last updated or modified using the 
Families screen. 

UpdatedBy Text 255  Login name of the person who last updated or modified the family's record 
using the Families screen. 

 


